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Qazi and Business Development Manager
Awais Maqbool represented the Cheezmall.

BISP JOINS HAND WITH
ONLINE SHOPPING PORTAL

BISP Chairperson was assisted by Secretary
BISP Muhammad Saleem Ahmed Ranjha and
BISP management during the meeting.

Published in The News, April 19, 2016
Islamabad: Benzir Income Support Programme
(BISP) plans to collaborate with Cheezmall, a
Chinese online shopping website, to promote
the products of BISP beneficiaries.

Modalities in this regard were discussed in a
meeting of BISP with Cheezmall officials. A
delegation of Cheezmall called on Chairperson
BISP Marvi Memon on Monday to give a
briefing on their proposal regarding online Chairperson BISP reiterated that through BISP
promotion and sale of BISP beneficiaries’ E-Commerce, the products of beneficiaries are
already available online giving international
products at international level.
recognition to the traditional products of the
Cheezmall, originating from China, is an online country. She further added that market access
shopping website created by professionals of to the handicrafts of marginalized segments
E-Commerce who have past experience of would contribute in their welfare.
managing and running Alibaba, a global leader
in the field. In order to replicate the successful Cheezmall CEO Aurangzeb Khan stressed the
model of Alibaba, Cheezmall utilises expertise need to establish strong vendor base in
of Alibaba for training of their managers. It Pakistan and said that BISP beneficiaries
would be unique vendors for the Cheezmall.
started its operation in Pakistan last year.
He said that Cheezmall is highly interested in
Speaking on this occasion, Marvi Memon, said promoting these poverty ridden women.
that investing in women’s economic
empowerment sets a direct path towards Cheezmall delegates presented their business
poverty alleviation and financial inclusiveness. and marketing plan for maximizing the profits
She said that BISP has discovered a way to for beneficiary products. It was discussed that
financial empowerment of its beneficiaries Cheezmall would undertake pilot initiatives in
through E-Commerce and it intends to harness seven districts of the country covering all the
entrepreneurial potential of its beneficiaries by regions equally. It was discussed that
Cheezmall would deal directly with the
marketing the products of poor women.
beneficiaries; BISP being only the facilitator.
Cheezmall CEO Aurangzeb Khan, Marketing
official Nino Zhao, Director Sourcing Maggie Chairperson BISP directed BISP E-Commerce
Cheng, Senior Marketing Executive Haider team to further discuss and evaluate the
Cheezmall proposal and business model so that
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an efficient and transparent mechanism of It serves eight regional member countries of
including BISP beneficiaries in the E- the
Hindukush
Himalyas-Afghanistan,
Commerce set up may be established.
Bangladesh, Bhutan, China, India, Myanmar,
Nepal and Pakistan. The organization is based
(The Nation, Pakistan Observer, Business in Nepal, he added.
Recorder, Frontier Post, Patriot, Express,
Nawaiwaqt and Naibaat also carried the story Climate change and other issues related with
and picture)
the environment have an increasing influence
on the stability of fragile mountain ecosystems
and livelihoods of the mountain people,
PAKISTAN TO
Molden remarked.

2.

PERFORM DUE ROLE ON
CLIMATE CHANGE ISSUES:
DAR

He said ICIMOD aims to assist mountain
people to understand these changes, adapt to
them, and make the most of the new
opportunities while addressing upstreamPublished in Business Recorder, April 19, 2016
downstream issues.
ISLAMABAD: Minister for Finance Senator
The meeting was attended by Chairperson
Mohammad Ishaq Dar on Monday said
Benazir Income Support Program, Marvi
Pakistan will perform its due role at
Memon, UN Resident Coordinator, Neil Buhne
international fora on issues of climate change.
and other senior officials of Ministry of
He was talking to a 4-member delegation of Finance, Economic Affairs Division, Ministry
International Centre for Integrated Mountain of National Food Security and BISP.
Development (ICIMOD) led by its Director
General, David Molden which called on him.
BISP NEWS
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The minister said government was according Published in Dunya, April 19, 2016
due importance to environmental protection
and climate change issues.
Ishaq Dar appreciated the efforts of ICIMOD
and desired that the organization should coordinate with ministries concerned for
implementation of its projects in Pakistan.
Director General ICIMOD informed that
ICIMOD was a regional organization engaged
in providing technical assistance and sharing
knowledge
on
climate
issues
and
environmental stability.

(Also Published in Jinnah)
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Social Security

WB MAY EXTEND PAKISTAN
$100M LOAN FOR BISP
Published in Express Tribune, April 19, 2016

(Also published in Business Recorder)
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